Safco®— Mayline® to Feature the Atmosphere™ Furniture Collection at NeoCon
Minneapolis (May, 2018): Safco®—Mayline® is thrilled to feature the new
Atmosphere™ Collection.
Atmosphere is a unique collection of soft seating that adds a social element to your
workspace using stylish designs and configurable options that help foster teamwork
and engagement. This customizable collection is ideal for today’s “work anywhere”
environment, featuring modular lounge pieces that provide a comfortable space for
people to meet and work.
In addition to making collaboration a breeze with modular pieces, Atmosphere also
features the Ridge™ Booth that allows for private meetings or individual work. For
optimal performance, the modern office should provide places for people to work
with others or alone, and using pieces from the Atmosphere Collection for both
spaces helps to ensure a cohesive, professional look.
The collection is completed with four lounge chairs options that can be used
alongside the lounge pieces or in personal workspaces. End tables and C-tables can
be easily pulled up alongside the seating spaces to provide room to work. There are
also complementary accessories such as a foot stool and ottomans for added
comfort, style and efficiency.
The cohesive aesthetic of the Atmosphere Collection delivers a professional yet
inviting environment, and as the product name suggests, it offers the right amount of
options to meet a variety of needs within the environment…within your Atmosphere.
About Safco —Mayline
With 125 years of industry knowledge, Safco® — Mayline® offers an array of furniture solutions to create top-notch
spaces everyone will be talking about. We deliver a memorable experience because we truly care about how and
where people work. To create work spaces that energize and inspire people, we use market knowledge and
employee know-how to spread workspace product innovation. We maintain a culture of spirited professionalism
to ensure that everyone receives a positive, memorable experience - customer and employee alike.
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